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scientifically  concentrating;   which Is only  a high-
falutin way of saying that I put my finger-tips on the
nose of that big, docile, and even affectionate brute of
an attention-power of mine, and simply indicated,
by the slightest of pressure, just where I wanted
it to go.
That is all that there is in mental concentration.
If I tried to think of the abstract Idea house, I might
succeed in doing so—for two and a quarter seconds*
A really first-class, fly-blown, filth-ridden Hindu fakir
might manage with good luck to do so for two and
a half seconds, after which he would go off into a
hypnotic stupor.
As for myself, that attention-power of mine would
tug away at its leading-string for a moment or so, and
then, if I did not lead it to some fresh pickings, well, it
would give a little snort, blunder through that fence
which I tried to put round it, and go off on its own
little browsing trip.
As I have no aspirations to be a Hindu fakir, and
want to take all the advantage I can of this great
attention-power which I have, which you have, and
which practically everyone has, I don't try to pull off
any such asinine mental abstraction stunts. On the
contrary, I do my best to be really chummy with that
great attention-power of mine; with the result that
we get along splendidly together.
I am always keeping my eyes open for fresh brows-
ing patches for that great ally of mine to feed ons and
just as soon as I see the last patch of interest-fodder
disappearing down that concentrating machine of my
big friend, I gently stroke its nose and, with Just the
lightest of touches, indicate the next direction in which

